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ROLE OF BORON IN Nd(Cο 1- x Βx ) 5 SYSTEM
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The influence of boron atoms on the magnetic properties of
Νd(Co1-xBx)5 (i.e. ΝdCo5 , NdCo4 B, Νd 3 Co 11 Β4 and Νd 2 Co 7 Β3 ) com-

pounds has been studied. These structures are based on the well-known
CaCu5 structure. They all have the hexagonal symmetry and belong to the
space group of P6/mmm. The experimental values of the Curie temperatures
(Tc) of Nd(Co1-xBx)5 are used to calculate the effective intersublattice ex-
change interactions (JNdC O ) between Nd and Co sublattices. As the Β content
increases, a tendency to decrease in JNdCO and Tc is found. This variation
is compared with that observed for the Co magnetic moment.

PACS numbers: 75.30.Gw, 75.30.Lt

1. Introduction

The study of magnetic behavior of the rare earth (R)-transition metal (T)
compounds has been a subject of great interest from both the theoretical and prac-
tical point of view. In the rare earth-transition metal compounds, it is generally
accepted that tlree types of interactions exist: the R-R, R-T and Τ-Τ exchange in-
teractions. Two different microscopic models for the exchange coupling have been
proposed in literature. Campbell [I] postulated a 4f-5d-3d interaction model,
based on the idea that due to the localized nature of the 4f states their interac-
tion with itinerant spins can only be mediated through the local exchange interac-
tion (mainly J4 f -5d) at the rare earth atom, with a subsequent 5d-3d interaction
(J5d-3d). In contrast, Brooks et al. [2] have outlined that the intersublattice cou-
pling arises from combination of local 4 f -5d exchange and 5d-3d hybridization,
and the value of the intersublattice molecular-fleld coefficient n RT is essentially de-
termined by J4 f-5d, and there is no major contribution of an effective J5d-3d. The
crystal structures of the R n +1 Co3 n +5 Β 2 n (or Νd(Co1-xΒx )5) compounds, where
R is a rare earth or yttrium and n = Ο (RCo5), n = 1 (RCo 4Β), n = 2 (R3 Co11 Β4 ),
n = 3 (R2 Co7 B3 ) and nn --> οo (RCo 3 B 2 ), can be imagined as being built up by
ordered substitutions of boron atoms into the cobalt sites in an RCo 5-type struc-
ture [3]. Tle unit cells of these compounds are formed by alternative stacking of
one layer of RCo5 and n layerS of RCo3Β2 unit cells.

Ιn this paper we will present the influence of B atoms on the magnetic
properties of Νd(Co1-xBx )5 system.
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2. Evaluation of the Nd—Co exchange coupling parameter
The R—T exchange interaction is a very important parameter in the descrip-

tion of magnetic properties of rare earth-transition metal compounds. Although
its strength is modest compared with the Τ-Τ interaction which primarily de-
termines the Curie temperature the R—T interaction has considerable influence
on magnetocrystalline anisotropy and its temperature dependence since it couples
the strongly anisotropic R-sublattice magnetization to the much less anisotropic
T-sublattice magnetization. In order to derive information regarding the coupling
constant JRCo between rare earth and cobalt moments in Nd(Co1-xBx )5 com-
pounds, we have performed a standard mean-field analysis of the observed Curie
temperatures Τ. In this method JRco can be expressed as [4]

where Τ and Τ represent the Curie temperatures of R(Co 1-xBx )5 compounds
in which R is magnetic (Nd) or R is nonmagnetic (Y), respectively. GR is the
de Genmes factor (g — 1) 2 J(J + 1) for the rare earth atom and GT is the corre-
sponding de Gennes factor for the transition metal, GT = SΤ (SΤ + 1) = péff/4.
peff is the Co effective paramagnetic moment, given in Ref. [5]. ZRT is the av-
erage number of Τ nearest neighbors to one R atom and ZTR is the average
number of R nearest neighbors to one T atom. Representative ZRT, ZTR, Τ ,

ΤΤ and peff values for the Nd-Co—B compounds are listed in Table. The val-
ues of Τ and ΜCo for NdCo 5 , NdCo4B, Nd 3 Co 11 B 4 and Nd2 Co7Β3 are taken
from [6, 7] (Table).

3. Results and discussion

On the basis of Eq. (1), the Nd-Co exchange coupling parameter was eval-
uated for all Nd(Co1-x B x )5 compounds. The results obtained are presented in
Table. JNdCo and MCo are plotted as a function of B concentration in Figs. 1
and 2. Both JNdCO and Μcο decrease with increasing r in the Νd(Co1-xΒx)5 com-
pounds. Similar results were reported for Gd 2 Fe17Νx by Loewenhaupt et al. [8].
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The 3d-4f exchange interaction in R—T compounds is mediated by the interatomic
3d-5d interaction and the inteaatomic 4f-5d interaction. For the given series of
R-T compounds, the absolute value of JRT usually decreases monotonically with
increasing atomic number of the R component [9]. This has been experimentally
observed in most of the studied series [2] and has been theoretically explained as
being due to an increasing spatial separation between 4f and 5d shells in the R
atoms [10]. An increasing 5d concentration usually results in an increase in JRT as
found for the R—Co and R—Fe systems [11], whereas, here, 2ρ (B) electrons cause

JRCo to reduce in Nd-Co-B system. For the strong ferromagnetic compounds, a
decrease in Co magnetic moment is usually associated with the enhancement of
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the induced 5d magnetic mement dne to the 3d-5d hybridization. This gives rise
to the increase of 4f - 3d  exchange interaction [2]. The entrance of the 2p electrons,
on the contrary, reduces not only the 3d-5d hybridization, but also the 3d band
splitting, since the density of 3d states at the Fermi level is lowered [12]. As a
consequence, it reduces the 5d magnetic moment and then the strength of Nd—Co
interactions in Νd(Co1-xΒt )5 compounds. ΤC decreases on replacing Co atoms in

Nd(Co1—xΒx)5 by Β atoms (Table). This reduction in Tc presumably results from
weakened Co—Co exchange interactions due to the replacement of Co by B at the
2c sites. The decrease in ΤC is also observed in Y(Co1—xΒx)5 [13]. In conclusion,
the partial replacement of the Co atoms by boron in Nd(Co 1—x Bx ) 5 system causes
the decreasing of the ΤC and MCo , and also the lowering of the i intersublattice
exchange interaction JNdCO.
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